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Build High Converting Sales Videos and Video Squeeze Pages with this Easy-To-Use Software. Creating

Stunning Sales Videos Has Just Become So Easy That You Will Jump Off The Chair After You Figure

Out How It Works Without Any Technical or Artistic Knowledge Whatsoever Creating good looking

Presentation Style sales videos USED to require you to have Scripts like PowerPoint and Camtasia, and

then to turn them into Money Pulling Magnets you had to use video hosting and optimization Scripts like

Easy Video Player. These Scripts cost hundreds of dollars and include a long learning curve, especially

ifyou are not a technical person BUT NOT ANYMORE! Introducing Video Sales Factory! Uncover the

secret that Successful Marketers use to increase optins, improve conversion rates and simply just make

more sales with only a few clicks of the mouse Seriously it is that Easy! Here are just a few of the unique

features youll find with Video Sales Factory * Instantly Add To Any Web Page or Blog Paste a line of code

on to any site, and your ready to go. Nothing to install or upload! * Powerful PHP system to create and

host your videos! You can start your own presentations on the fly at any time! * Add your own MP3 audio

to your video and give users full control over volume, pause and play. * Tons of graphical styles Easily
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give your video presentations a touch of style with our tons of graphical styles. * Easy text editor for each

slide or your video add text, headlines, images, HTML and more! * Edit, delete and preview all of you

videos with each video having embed code that is hosted on your server to embed anywhere. * Facebook

Like your videos Increase the exposure of your web sites with the Facebook Like feature on your videos.

* Redirect at the end of your videos Now you can add any URL to redirect to at the end of your videos;

perfect for affiliate links and much more. * Video Sales Factory lets you create Video Squeeze pages in

just 3 Clicks! * Choose from various built-in templates With Video Sales Factory you can literally create

your very own Sales Video and Video Squeeze pages from scratch without having to learn the technical

stuff or paying someone hundreds of dollars to create one for you. Video Sales Factory has all the Cutting

Edge Features you would want and expect in a quality Video Producer for a fraction of the cost!
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